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§3. New Graphic Software- GSIPP-PS 
Watanabe, R. 
GSIPP-PS is a member of a set of visualization 
libraries named GSIPP. We have developed and 
improved GSIPP at this Computer Center. We 
have linked a user's Fortran program with GSIPP 
and executed the program on computers at this 
Computer Center. GSIPP creates a graphic data 
file as output. The figure can be displayed on 
the terminal in real time, or can be printed as 
hardcopy. 
GSIPP can be used on the general purpose 
computer systems FACOM-1800/20 and on the 
super computer VPX210. GSIPP can also be 
used on unix workstations. 
( a ) Original Figures 
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GSIPP-PS, a library recently added to GSIPP, 
can create graphic data files in Postscript. It 
has been recentry revised to include the following 
functions: 
• support coloring-graphic output. 
• extend available font types (kanji, Greek, suf-
fix character,etc.) for text string output. 
• output compact data file structure appropri-
ate for editing. 
As a results of this revision, the size of fig-
ure data files has decreased and their readability 
is improved. The graphic output from GSIPP-
PS is now easier to paste in a text file written 
in TEX. Users can modify graphic output more 
easily for better representation using appropriate 
computer editors.(See Fig.l) 
( b ) Revised Figure 
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Example of transfiguration. (a): Original figures output from GSIPP-PS. 
(b): Revised figures (a) with editor. 
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